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A METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR RESOURCE PLANNING
The invention relates to a method and system for performing complex resource planning

tasks by means of hierarchic, interdependent scheduling charts comprising preferably
continuously identifiable information, typically in the form of rules. The method makes use
of meta-heu π stic (an algorithmic approach t o approximate optimal solutions for problems
in combinatorial optimization) for processing of the information comprised in the

interdependent charts in order to supply an optimized resource allocation chart
One example of an existing attempt to perform planning of resource allocation is presented
in published PCT-application WO 2005/010791 which describes a method and system for

creating an optimized workforce schedule for a set of human resources to ensure optimum
staff schedules based on a number of parameters. I n operation, the system uses a pattern
recognition procedure to create an initial workforce schedule. This procedure considers
staff attributes and skills as well as past schedules t o create the initial workforce schedule.
The initial workforce schedule is subsequently refined by adding user input and employee

preferences t o generate an optimized schedule that meets the necessary requirements and
employee preferences.
An essential feature of the known planning method and system is that it uses simple

statistics based on past schedules to determine future needs, i.e. forecasting the demand
for resources. The system uses "artificial intelligence" in the form of a "feed forward
Artificial Neural Network" in order to recognize resource-dependent and time-dependent
shift patterns from past resource schedules. Examples of such patterns could be that a
resource is working a particular position every day or that a specific task needs t o be

performed during a specific period of time.
The planning method and system of the PCT-application WO 2005/010791 provides a

relatively simple generation of a workforce schedule based on historical data, but does not
address the very common problem of day-to-day changes in staffing, such as caused by
sudden illness, delays, employees exchanging their shifts, need for training days or

external courses, and other reasons. These are common events found in every
organization.
One of the main purposes of performing accurate resource planning is to optimize resource

allocation while reducing costs. This is seldom achieved by generating a simple workforce
schedule e . g . owing t o the reasons mentioned above. I n practice, all of these changes

have an impact on previously made decisions/choices in connection with the planning
procedure made by the planner. Therefore, the planner would not have planned the same
resource allocations if he/she had been able to foresee the changes. At the very least, this
would require an inappropriate extra workload for the planner. Hence, the known method

does not provide for day-to-day changes t o be registered in the schedule, which in many
cases leads t o inaccurate scheduling and t o outdated information being submitted t o

employees.
Another often faced problem in connection with planning tasks for a large number of
resources is that, owing t o the enormous amount of information required t o plan a
resource chart, the administrator/planner

simply cannot manually keep track of all

historical, present and future allocations. The risk of allocating personnel at an unfair
distribution is therefore highly present and needs t o be addressed. Otherwise, it may
typically lead t o dissatisfaction among the employees.
Problem related t o the number of possible combinations

It is therefore an object of the invention t o provide a dynamic method and system for
performing complex resource planning tasks that is able t o generate an updated, optimized
resource chart taking all changes of staffing and other criteria into account, both on a
long-term basis and particularly on a day-to-day basis. This will ensure a very good
accuracy of the optimized resource chart and provide administrators as well as employees
(users) with an updated overview and the best possibilities for adapting resource planning
according t o a "best practise" approach.
The invention as described in the following provides a method for dynamic resource

planning, the method being based on a stack (possibly t o be executed successively) of
hierarchic interdependent charts. Each chart comprises rules related t o its order in the
hierarchy, and each resource allocation in each chart is based on a rule that is identifiable
(reversible executable, possibly by each rule taking as input allocations according t o a rule
in a preceding chart) from a preceding chart so that a change in the allocation can be

tracked t o the rule(s) from which the allocation was originated/based.
Furthermore, the method and system may take a calculated fairness parameter into
account when allocating resources. The fairness parameter according t o the invention is
not only derived from a collection of historical data. According t o the invention the system
may also at any present point of time compute the value of the fairness parameter for a
specific resource provided that the resource is allocated t o a task. I f this computation leads
t o an unsatisfying value of the fairness parameter, the system may preferably leave it t o
the administrator t o make a decision regarding the allocation
These and other objects are achieved by a resource planning method and system in which
rules of the resource planning procedure are set up in a hierarchy, allowing rules from
each chart in single allocations t o be continuously identified, the rules relating t o a specific

resource allocation. By simultaneous registration of all the changes t o the plan, it is
possible t o continuously optimize the plan even on constantly changing premises,

depending on the current situation. The changes consequently cause new optimization
possibilities t o arise in the planning system owing t o the changed premises.
I n the method and system according to the invention a number of planning parameters are
initially identified. Among others these may be- an initial task list, the number and kind of
resources that are to be planned for, competences of those resources and employee

preferences/wishes. Collective agreements for the different types of resources are also
identified and used as basic information. Furthermore, a statistical module in the system
collects the updated information regarding actual delivered working hours and

preferences/wishes as well as information on the value of the fairness parameter for each
individual resource as described above.
Subsequently to each planned activity having been performed by actual allocated
resources, the activity and the resources are registered in the statistical module and data

indicative thereof are used in establishing the fairness parameter and may also be
interchanged with a salary scheme system e . g . when the registered data about the
activity have been approved by a relevant department manager. The registered data from
which the fairness parameter is established is subsequently used as basis for future
resource allocations thus weighted from a fairness point of view
For generating an optimized resource chart according to the invention the method and

system basically perform a routine that may be described by three stages. First, the
system performs an automatic generation of the best possible resource chart for a given
planning period acknowledging all rules and regulations known to the system at that
particular time Secondly, the users are then "invited" t o provide new input/changes into
the system which then subsequently runs its optimization procedure. Thirdly, the
administrator must manually resolve all the conflicts, which the system is not authorized to
do automatically.

I n the course of this manual optimization it will often be necessary t o go "back" in the
planning sequence and alter rules or allocations giving rise t o an otherwise unsolvable
conflict later in the sequence. Since each allocation is defined by an identifiable rule the
administrator can easily overlook where to perform the needed change manually and
subsequently run the planning procedure again on the new basis. The method and system
according t o the invention thus eliminates the almost impossible task of keeping track of
all suddenly required changes t o a resource plan and, in addition, these changes are

recorded and "weighted" when computing the fairness parameter for use in future planning
runs.

Continuous optimization
I n the method and system according t o the invention the entire resource planning
procedure is established as a continuous flow with a possibility for carrying out online

optimization both by administrators/planners

and by users via a network

Each time a

change is registered by the system, new possibilities for optimization arise. This means
that the system may perform an optimization operation each time an update of the
resource chart is carried out or otherwise at predetermined time intervals. Furthermore,
the optimization of the resource chart may also involve human overruling in case of
conflicting situations. With the described method and system according t o the invention
the goals and/or performance of an organization (or any sub-department of an
organization) with regard t o allocation of resources and minimization of costs may be
optimally achieved.
The continuous optimization procedure of the method and system for carrying out the

resource planning is highly dynamic and consequently more accurate and cost-reducing. As
an additional benefit, the system also provides an improved management tool for the long-

term allocation of resources owing t o the high accuracy. The high accuracy consequently
provides more reliable statistical data t o determine future allocation requirements.
Not only is the method and system according t o the invention able t o perform the above-

explained continuous optimization, but it also takes into account the actual performed
activities of the previous planning period when allocating resources for the next period in
order t o maintain an equitable distribution of resources over time. The data collected by
the statistical module and the calculated fairness parameter are used in the planning of
resource allocation for the next period The fact that the optimization procedure is carried
out by the system makes it highly advantageous since it renders the "old-fashioned" need
for manual, human overview of all the resource allocations obsolete (which may be
hundreds or even thousands of pieces of individual information). Thereby a substantial
number of working hours spent on planning are saved, which allows these resources t o be
used better elsewhere.

I n summary, one of the major improvements of the method and system according t o the
invention over known planning procedures is the ability t o perform adjustments of
resource allocations from input on premises that are continuously changing. Every rule, i.e.
choice of a given resource allocation, is identifiable in the rules hierarchy, which makes the
system able t o automatically deduce every possible legal and illegal solution t o allocation
conflicts both retrospectively and progressively.
The above-mentioned as well as other objects and advantages are achieved according t o a

first aspect of the invention in which;
a computer-implemented

method for dynamic resource allocation based on providing

groups of information t o a centralized computer system, comprises:
a
criteria;

setting up a basis chart comprising a group of information about mandatory

b.

creating a sub-chart by adding a group of information about additional criteria t o

the basis chart; and
c

repeating step b for all groups of additional information until an optimized resource

chart is generated;
wherein the information in a previously set up chart constitutes one or more rules that
determine the possible allocations in the subsequent sub-chart.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Figure 1 illustrates an overall schematic flow chart of the dynamic resource planning

procedure also indicating the possibility for continuous optimization.
Figure 2 illustrates that the system comprises a basis chart and a number of sub-charts,
each chart comprising information that defines the rules of the next sub-chart in the

sequence.
Figure 3 illustrates interdependent rules in a stack of charts that are in set up in a
hierarchic sequence.
Figure 4 illustrates the network over which the method and system is distributed.
Figure 5 illustrates how the number of possible legal allocations is reduced for each rule

being set up in the individual sub-charts.
Figures 6 a) t o d) illustrate an example of a basis chart and a sub-chart (local rules), a

sub-chart (request) and a sub-chart (match).
Figures 7 illustrate an example of a sub-chart (shared functions).
DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Figure 1 shows an overall schematic flow chart 10 of the dynamic resource planning
procedure and the continuous optimization according t o an embodiment of the invention.
The overall flow chart begins at a basis chart 100. From the basis chart 100 total sums of
all fairness indicators are re-calculated in 101 for the entire chart, individuals and individal

cells. From 101 sums of fairness on individual cell level are calculated in 102 for all cells.
From 102 fairness indicators in a motor, that will be dexc π bed in more details, are
adjusted in 103, so that fairness indicators which were under-weighed in a first calculation
are weighed more heavily in the next calculation. From 103 an adapation chart including

empty cells may be unrolled, ι. e . added, again in 104, or a preference chart and empty
cells may be unrolled again in 105 for the adaptation chart, or a preference chart, rules

chart and empty cells may be enrolled again in 106 for an adustment schedule, or conflicts
are presented with simulated suggestions t o a human administrator in 107. From 104,
105, 106 or 107, empty cells are determined in 108. I f empty cells are determined in 108,

via 109 total sums of all fairness indicators are re-calculated in 101 for the entire chart,

individuals and individal cells. I f empty cells are not determined in 108, via 110 the
adapation chart is optimized in 111 by means of simulated annealing. From 111 time off,
maternity leave, exchange, illness etc. are considered in 112. From 112, data is made
available for a next planning period in 113. From 113, the data is used in the basis chart in
100. The dynamic resource planning procedure and the continuous optimization will be

described in more detail.
Figure 2 shows a system 20 according t o another embodiment of the invention comprising

a basis chart 200 and a number of sub-charts 201 t o 205. The basis chart 200 comprises a
number of cells arranged in a number of columns, each of which corresponding t o one of a
numbers of functions, e . g . resources, and a number of rows, each of which corresponding
t o one of a number of periods of time, e . g . days. Thus, each cell represents allocation of a
particular function at a particular period of time. The basis chart 200 comprises two
dimensions: functions and time. Allocation of a particular function, e . g . resource, at a
particlar period of time may, as exemplified in figure 2, be possible or impossible. The
number of sub-charts 201 t o 205 is arranged above the basis chart 200 in a stack for
illustration. Each of the sub-charts 201 t o 205 comprises a number of cells as described
with reference t o the basis chart 200. A first sub-chart 201, e . g . primary chart, is
arranged above the basis chart 200. A second sub-chart 202, e . g . rules chart, is arranged
above the first sub-chart 201. A third sub-chart 203, e . g . preference chart, is arranged
above the second sub-chart 202. A fourth sub-chart 204, e . g . adapation chart, is arranged
above the third sub-chart 203. A fifth sub-chart 205, e . g . optimized resource chart, is
arranged above the fourth sub-chart 204. I n the fifth sub-chart 205, allocation of a
particular function, e . g . resource, at a particlar period of time may also be final. Thus,
each chart 200 t o 205 comprises information that defines rules of the next sub-chart 201

t o 205 in the sequence. The stack of charts 200 t o 205 comprises three dimensions:
functions, time and rules. Owing t o the arrangement of the basis chart 200 and the
number of sub-charts 201 t o 205 in a stack, allocation of a particular function, e. g .
resource, at a particlar period of time may be determined, manipulated and compared
across the charts 200 t o 205 from the basis chart 200 t o the fifth sub-chart 205 as will be

described in more detail.
Figure 3 shows a system 30 according t o yet another embodiment of the invention
comprising a basis chart 300, e. g . room restraints chart, and a number of sub-charts 301
t o 305. The basis chart 300 comprises a number of cells arranged in a number of columns,
each of which corresponding t o one of a numbers of functions, e . g . resources, and a

number of rows, each of which corresponding t o one of a number of periods of time, e . g .
days. Thus, each cell represents allocation of a particular function at a particular period of
time. The basis chart 300 comprises two dimensions: functions and time. Allocation of a

particular function, e. g . resource, at a particlar period of time may, as exemplified in
figure 3, be possible or impossible. The number of sub-charts 301 t o 305 is arranged
above the basis chart 300 in a stack for illustration. Each of the sub-charts 301 t o 305
comprises a number of cells as described with reference t o the basis chart 300. A first sub5 chart 301 is arranged above the basis chart 300. A second sub-chart 302, e . g . 2D what- ιf
restraints chart, is arranged above the first sub-chart 301. A third sub-chart 303, e . g . 3D
what- ιf restraints chart, is arranged above the second sub-chart 302. A fourth sub-chart
304, e . g . learning restraints chart, is arranged above the third sub-chart 303. A fifth subchart 305 is arranged above the fourth sub-chart 304. I n the fifth sub-chart 305, allocation
10 of a particular function, e . g . resource, at a particlar period of time may also be final. Thus,

each chart 300 t o 305 comprises information that defines rules of the next sub-chart 301

t o 305 in the sequence. Owing t o the arrangement of the basis chart 300 and the number
of sub-charts 301 t o 305 in a stack, allocation of a particular function, e . g . resource, at a
particlar period of time may be determined, manipulated and compared across the charts
15 300 t o 305 from the basis chart 300 t o the fifth sub-chart 305 as will be described in more

detail By setting up rules in the charts 301 t o 305 in a stack of charts 301 t o 305 that are
interdependent in a hierarchic sequence, these rules may represent a third dimension in a
resource planning chart. The more fundamental a rule is, the higher its position or ranking
in the hierarchy. I n figure 3 the most fundamental rules are placed in the basis chart 300.

20 The system 30 may preferably deduct changes t o the rules of a higher-ranking chart in the

hierarchy, that are illegal, but at the same time these changes provide a solution t o one or
more problems/conflicts in a lower-ranking chart in the planning procedure. As an
example, a fundamental, highest-ranking

rule of the basis chart 300 provides basis for

other decisions all the way through the chart hierarchy. I t is, therefore, important, that
25 every rule can be identified in a subsequent sequence situation if conflicts arise in a lower-

ranking chart.
Figure 4 shows a system 40 according t o examplatory implementation of the invention
comprising a SQL server 400, a passport, e . g . password, database 401, site X database
402, site Y database 403, webserver 410, software firewall 411, hardware firewall 412, a
30 mobile device 420, 421, a user terminal 422, an administrator terminal 423, and a

network, e . g . the internet 430 The SQL server 400 is coupled t o the passport database
401 being coupled t o the site X database 402 and the site Y database 403, and, via the
software firewall 411, the webserver 410. The webserver 410 is coupled to, via the
hardware firewall 412, t o the network 430. The webserver 410 may comprise a server
35 certificate 413. A user may access the system 40 via the mobile device 420, 421 or the

user terminal 422, that may provide the user with a graphical user interface (GUI). An
administrator may access the system 40 via the administrator terminal 422

Figure 5 illustrates how the number of possible legal allocations is reduced for each rule
being set up in the individual sub-charts

Figure 5 shows a basis chart 500 and a number

of sub-charts 501 t o 503. The basis chart 500 comprises a number of cells arranged in a
number of columns and a number of rows. The cells in the basis chart 500 are empty,
indicating that legal allocation of all functions at all periods of time is possible. Each of the
sub-charts 501 t o 503 comprises a number of cells as described with reference t o the basis
chart 500. Some of the cells in a first sub-chart 501 are filled with a square, indicating
that, owing t o a first rule set up in the first sub-chart 501, legal allocation of some
functions at some periods of time is not possible. Thus, the number of possible legal
allocations is reduced owing t o the first rule as will be described in more detail. Some of
the cells in a second sub-chart 502 are filled with a circle, indicating that, owing t o a
second rule set up in the second sub-chart 502, legal allocation of some functions at some

periods of time is not possible. Thus, the number of possible legal allocations is again
reduced owing t o the second rule. Some of the cells in a third sub-chart 503 are filled with

a triangle, indicating that, owing t o a third rule set up in the second sub-chart 503, legal
allocation of some functions at some periods of time is not possible. Thus, the number of
possible legal allocations is further reduced owing t o the third rule.
Figures 6 a) t o d) illustrate a 4x3 example of a basis chart and a sub-chart (local rules), a
sub-chart (request) and a sub-chart (match).
Figure 6 a) shows a 4x3 basis chart 600 comprising a number of cells arranged in three

columns, each of which corresponding t o one of a numbers of functions, ι. e . Task A,
Task B and Task C, and four rows, each of which corresponding t o one of a number of
periods of time, ι. e Period 1, Period 2, Period 3 and Period 4 . Thus, each cell represents
allocation of a particular function at a particular period of time. The basis chart 600
comprises two dimensions: functions and time. Allocation of a particular function, ι. e .
Task A, Task B and Task C, at a particlar period of time, ι. e . Period 1, Period 2, Period 3
and Period 4, may be possible or impossible. Each function, ι. e. Task A t o C, requires

competences from a resource, that may be an individual, e. g . a specialist or a support
staff member, a whole group of individuals, a piece of equipment or a facility, allocated t o
the function, as will be described in more detail. Figure 6 a) further shows a resource list
610 listing resources and their competences in performing functions, ι. e . resource Rl
having competences A and B, resource R2 having competences A and C, resource R3
having competences A, B and C, and resource R4 having competences B and C. Thus,
resources Rl, R2 and R3 are allowed t o be allocated t o Task A, resources Rl, R3 and R4
are allowed t o be allocated t o Task B, and resources R2, R3 and R4 are allowed t o be
allocated t o Task C as indicated in figure 6 a). Rule-based allocation of resources may take
into account quality restraints, competence restraints, time restraints, e . g . if a resource is
allocated t o Task A in Period 1 then this resource is allocated t o Task C in Period 2, or

organisational restraints, and the like as indicated by rules for allocation 620 in figure 6 a).
As an intermediate result, resources Rl, R2 and R3 are allowed t o be allocated to Task A,

resources Rl, R3 and R4 are allowed t o be allocated t o Task B, and resources R2, R3 and
R4 are allowed t o be allocated to Task C as indicated in figure 6 a).

5 Figure 6 b) shows a first 4x3 sub-chart,

i. e.

local-rules chart, 601 comprising a number of

cells arranged in three columns and four rows as described with reference t o the basis

chart 600 of figure 6 a), and a resource list 611 as described with reference t o the
resource list 610 of figure 6 a). Rule-based allocation of resources takes into account time

restraints: if a resource is allocated to Task A in Period 1 then this resource is allocated to
10 Task C in Period 2 as indicated by rules for allocation 621 in figure 6 b). Furthermore,

local-rule-based allocation takes into account restraints: resource Rl is always allocated t o
Task A in Period 1, and if resource R4 is allocated t o Task C then resource R2 is not
allocated to Task A as indicated by local-applied rules 631 in figure 6 b). Thus, in Period 1
resource Rl is allocated t o Task A, resources R3 and R4 are allowed t o be allocated t o
15 Task B, and resources R2, R3 and R4 are allowed t o be allocated to Task C as indicated in

figure 6 b). As an intermediate result, resource Rl is allocated t o Task A in Period 1
("resource Rl is always allocated to Task A in Period 1") and Task C in Period 2 ("if a
resource is allocated t o Task A in Period 1 then this resource is allocated t o Task C in
Period 2") as indicated in figure 6 b). However, resource Rl has competences A and B, but

20 not C. Furthermore, in Period 1 resources R3 or R4, but not Rl may be allocated t o Task B,
and resources R2, R3 or R4 may be allocated to Task C as indicated in figure 6 b).

Figure 6 c) shows a second 4x3 sub-chart, i . e . request chart, 602 comprising a number of
cells arranged in three columns and four rows as described with reference t o the basis

chart 600 of figure 6 a), a resource list 612 as described with reference t o the resource list
25 610 of figure 6 a), rules for allocation 622 as described with reference t o the rules for

allocation 621 of figure 6 b), and local-applied rules 632 as described with reference t o the
local-applied rules 631 of figure 6 b). Furthermore, request-based allocation takes into
account a request: resource R4 is to be allocated t o Task C in Period 4 as indicated by
request-applied rules 642 in figure 6 c). Thus, in Period 4 resource R4 is allocated to
30 Task C, resources Rl and R3 are allowed t o be allocated to Task A, and resources Rl, R3
and R4 are allowed to be allocated t o Task B as indicated in figure 6 a). As an intermediate

result, resource Rl is allocated t o Task A in Period 1 ("resource Rl is always allocated t o
Task A in Period 1") and Task C in Period 2 ("if a resource is allocated to Task A in Period 1
then this resource is allocated t o Task C in Period 2") as indicated in figure 6 c). However,
35 resource Rl has competences A and B, but not C. Furthermore, in Period 1 resources R3 or
R4, but not Rl may be allocated to Task B, and resources R2, R3 or R4 may be allocated

to Task C as indicated in figure 6 c). Furthermore, resource R4 is allocated t o Task C in
Period 4 ("resource R4 is to be allocated to Task C in Period 4"), and resource R2 may not

be allocated to Task A ("if resource R4 is allocated to Task C then resource R2 is not

allocated t o Task A") as indicated in figure 6 c).
Figure 6 d) shows a third 4x3 sub-chart, i e . match chart, 603 comprising a number of
cells arranged in three columns and four rows as described with reference to the basis

chart 600 of figure 6 a), a resource list 613 as described with reference t o the resource list
610 of figure 6 a), local-applied rules 633 as described with reference to the local-applied
rules 631 of figure 6 b), and request-applied rules 643 as described with reference to the

request-applied rules 642 of figure 6 c) Rule-based allocation of resources takes into
account time restraints; if a resource is allocated t o Task A in Period X then this resource is
allocated to Task C in Period (X+ 1) as indicated by rules for allocation 623 in figure 6 d).
This rule of the rules for allocation 623 is similar to, but more general than the rule of the
rules for allocation 622, in figure 6 b). Furthermore, match-based allocation takes into

account restraints: all resources Rl to R4 are allocated in each of the Periods 1 to 4, and
all resources Rl t o R4 are to have equal share as indicated by match rules 653 in

figure 6 d). For each of the four Periods 1 t o 4 the four resources Rl t o R4 are to be
allocated to the three Tasks A to C. Thus, for each of the four periods 1 t o 4 two of the
four resources Rl to R4 may be allocated to one of the Tasks A to C. As an examplatory
result, in Period 1, resource Rl is allocated to Task A ("resource Rl is always allocated to
Task A in Period 1"), resource R3 is allocated to Task B, and resources R2 and R4 are
allocated t o Task C. Thus, in Period 1 all resources Rl to R4 are allocated ("all
resources Rl t o R4 are allocated in each of the Periods 1 to 4"), at least one allowable

resource is allocated to each of the Tasks A to C. Furthermore, in Period 2, resource R3 is
allocated to Task A, resource R4 is allocated to Task B, and resources Rl ("if a resource is
allocated t o Task A in Period X then this resource is allocated t o Task C in Period (X+ 1)")
and R2 are allocated to Task C. Thus, in Period 1 all resources Rl t o R4 are allocated ("all

resources Rl to R4 are allocated in each of the Periods 1 to 4"), at least one allowable
resource is allocated to each of the Tasks A t o C (not resource Rl, but R2 has
competence C). Furthermore, in Period 3, resource R2 is allocated t o Task A, resource Rl
is allocated to Task B, and resources R3 ("if a resource is allocated t o Task A in Period X

then this resource is allocated t o Task C in Period (X+ 1)") and R4 are allocated to Task C.
Thus, in Period 3 all resources Rl t o R4 are allocated ("all resources Rl t o R4 are allocated
in each of the Periods 1 t o 4"), at least one allowable resource is allocated t o each of the

Tasks A t o C. Furthermore, in Period 4, resource Rl is allocated t o Task A, resource R3 is
allocated to Task B, and resources R4 ("resource R4 is to be allocated t o Task C in
Period 4") and R2 ("if a resource is allocated to Task A in Period X then this resource is

allocated t o Task C in Period (X+l)"

and "if resource R4 is allocated t o Task C then

resource R2 is not allocated to Task A") are allocated to Task C. Thus, in Period 4 all

resources Rl to R4 are allocated ("all resources Rl to R4 are allocated in each of the
Periods 1 t o 4"), at least one allowable resource is allocated to each of the Tasks A to C.

Figures 7 illustrate an example of a sub-chart (shared functions).

Figure 7 shows a 4x3 sub-chart, ι. e . shared-function chart, 704 comprising a number of

cells arranged in three columns and four rows as described with reference t o the basis

chart 600 of figure 6 a), a resource list 714 as described with reference to the resource list
610 of figure 6 a), and request-applied rules for shared functions 744 similar to those
described with reference to the request-applied rules 642 of figure 6 c). When using
shared functions, a resource may be allocated to more than one function, ι. e . task, at a

particular period of time, ι. e one resource attends two or more tasks at the same time.
The two or more tasks require one or more competences from the resource, that may be
an individual, e . g . a specialist or a support staff member, a whole group of individuals, a

piece of equipment or a facility as has already been described. The shared functions may
be identical, or equal or unequal in some respect, such as demand, length, difficulty,

strength, costs and so on. When two functions are unequal, a first function, e . g . Task A in
figure 7 such as "answering the telephone", may be "minor" compared t o a "major" second
function, e . g . Task B in figure 7 such as "operating complex equipment". Shared-functionbased allocation of resources takes into account restraints such as which functions are

compatible with each other and may, therefore, be shared, which functions are identical,
which functions are equal, which functions are "minor", which functions are "major", which

functions are "simple", or from which chart a rule for shared functions applies.
Furthermore, shared-function-based allocation of resources may take into account cost,
e . g . salary for a resource, associated with the shared functions, and may award salary for

only one, possibly "major", function, although the resource is allocated to more than one
function at a time. Thus, a "minor" shared function is a "slave" function to a "major"
shared function, ι. e . salary corresponds with the "major" shared function. However,

shared-function-based allocation of resources may also award salary for two or more
"minor" or "major" shared functions, that are equal, when the resource is allocated to
these shared functions at a time. Alternatively, the two or more "minor" or "major" shared
functions may be treated as one function, for example, by using a special salary or
statistical code following one of the shared functions to indicate a "joint definition" of the
shared functions. Furthermore, shared-function-based allocation of resources may award

statistical data associated with the shared functions in a similar way. A "simple" shared
function is a "slave" function to another shared function, requiring that a resource
allocated to the "simple" shared function is also allocated to the other function at a
particular period of time, such as "attending a Midday meeting". The resource may, while
attening the other function within the period of time, attend to the "simple" shared
function regularly, occassionally or on demand. Although a "simple" shared function is a

"slave" function t o another shared function, it may influence allocation of resources t o the
other shared function. I t may, for example, raise the basic need for ressorces in the other
shared function. When a minimum number of ressources is required for the other shared
function, for example three in an emergency room, a totel number of allocated resources
may need t o be higher than the required minimum number of resources, in this example
four, if one of resources has also been allocated t o a "simple" shared function, such as
"attending a Midday meeting", in order t o ensure the required minimum number of
ressources for the other function at any time within the period of time. Furthermore,
shared-function-based allocation of resources may award salary or statistical data
associated with "simple" functions as has already been described.
With reference t o figure 7, shared-function-based allocation of resources takes into
account: resource Rl attends "minor" Task A and "major" Task B in Period 3, and
resource R2 attends "minor" Task A in Period 3 as indicated by request-applied rules for
shared functions 744 in figure 7 . As an intermediate result, in Period 3 resource Rl is
allocated t o Tasks A and B, and resources R2 is allocated t o Task A as indicated in figure 7 .
Although resource Rl is allocated t o "minor" Task A and "major" Task B in Period 3, the
resource Rl may be awarded salary only for "major" Task B. As resource R2 is allocated t o
"minor" Task A, the resource R2 is awarded salary only "minor" Task A .
Example of allocating resources according t o the method
Below is described how an allocation of resources according t o the method is schematically

illustrated in figure 1 . I n order t o simplify the description, the example goes through a
very simple sequence with a 2x2 chart.
Setting up / drafting the initial task list
Before running the planning procedure by means of the chart sequence each task requiring
resources is defined in the initial task list.
Setting up of the basis chart
For each task on the initial task list the administrator first defines the required
competences for the task. Each required competence is represented by a column. The
required competences may then be satisfied by allocating resources t o the cells. A
resource may be an individual such as a specialist, a support staff member or a whole
group of individuals. Furthermore, a resource may also be particular equipment required
for carrying out the task, or a specific facility needed for the task. The administrator also
defines the planning period, i.e. how many and/or which days t o be covered. Each day in
the planning period is represented by a row in the chart. When the "grid" of the basis chart
(in this case 2x2 as mentioned) has been established the administrator allocates every
possible resource t o each relevant cell of the grid. The possible resources are resources

that are not already bound by other tasks or which are illegal t o allocate t o the task in
question (refer t o other sections for a definition of legal and illegal resources). The number
of possible resources may vary from zero t o several hundreds. When all the cells of the
basis chart have been processed the basis chart is ready for the next step in the sequence.

I n the example, some resources are possible for allocation both on Day I and Day II.
Similarly, other resources are possible for allocation on Days I and II.
Setting up the primary chart
The number of cells in the "grid" structure of the primary chart corresponds t o that of the
basis chart. Each of the tasks on the initial task list has a specific chart structure "drafted"

t o fit exactly that task.
Structure of the system
With reference t o figure 1 the overall set up of the method according t o the invention is
shown which also illustrates the principle of the continuously optimized resource allocation.
First, an initial task list is identified for the given planning period. Thereupon a basis chart
is set up manually by an administrator

allocating mandatory resources within the

framework of criteria applicable for the basis chart. When this is done, information in the
form of rules is set up in the sub-charts such as the primary chart, the rules chart and the
preference chart. The established fairness parameter and other statistical parameters are
added t o the preference chart which produces the adaptation chart. The adaptation chart is
then distributed t o the users as the optimal starting point with regard t o resource
allocation and fairness for the present planning period.
When the adaptation chart is distributed t o the users, these can access the adaptation
chart online and input the changes they may have. Each user will be awarded a user I D for
use in a graphic user interface and be able t o access the adaptation chart in the system

over a network by a standard procedure not described in further detail. When the changes
have been registered by the system, the optimization procedure will be run and the system
subsequently produces the optimized resource chart. As previously indicated, the
optimization procedure is run automatically at pre-determined intervals or at any given
time on the request of an administrator

The updated, optimized resource chart will then

take the position as the new adaptation chart as soon as it is released for all users.
Depending on the chosen frequency of the optimizations, the optimized resource chart may
be used for different objectives. For instance, if the optimized resource chart is produced

once every morning, it may be used as the daily shift schedule. If the optimized resource
chart is produced at longer intervals it may alternatively be suitable for long-term planning
purposes by the management. An important feature in connection herewith is the

collection of data in the statistical module, so that future requirements are evaluated in the
most optional manner.
Every time a change in the optimized resource chart is made by a user or an

administrator, this change is registered and collected by the statistical module of the
system. The statistical module can, of course, be set up t o register any kind of action, but
may preferably register data indicative of delivered working hours and employee
preferences/wishes. Such statistical data may preferably then be used in the course of the
next planning run so that a fair and equitable distribution of assignments is achieved over
time. A simple example of this could be to make sure that the same employee is not
allocated to the same unattractive working hours every week.
By using the method and system according to the invention such fair distribution is made

by using the fairness parameter and other statistic parameters in future planning.
Arbitrarily, hierarchic rules may also be set up locally by an administrator for shorter
periods of time or if other special conditions apply to a specific group of resources. An

example could be: only two persons have the skills required for running a specialized
machine and they both fall ill at the same time, then a local rule (with a short duration)

may be set up determining that the normally required support staff is reallocated to other
tasks.
Stacking concept
Traditionally spoken, a planning chart is a two-dimensional plan comprising a time-axis
and a function-axis. These two axes have provided the basis for traditional planning, but

this kind of set-up is not good for a quick understanding of why a specific resource has
been allocated t o a specific field in a chart. It is, therefore, desirable t o provide a system

that offers both a resource allocation overview and the possibility of checking the rule(s)
that caused the resource to be allocated in a fast and unambiguous manner.
The method and system according t o the invention perform the resource planning

procedure by setting up a stack of hierarchic, interdependent charts in a particular
sequence together resulting in a single, complete and optimized resource allocation chart.
The information in each individual chart in the stack forms rules that are used as the basis

for allocating resources in the next chart in the sequence. The generation of each chart
requires the input of additional information (data) from one or more
administrators/planners,

i.e. "the next" chart in the sequence cannot be generated until

the required information in the preceding chart has been added
However, the administrator/planner

may overrule the system and actively avoid adding

information if he/she does not have the necessary information t o fill out the relevant data
field, whereby the system may continue the planning procedure on the basis of the already
provided information. This may yield both legal and illegal solutions to a conflict/problem,

which are then presented t o the administrator who manually decides on the preferred

solution. I n this approach the different possible solutions are presented by the system,
which means that the administrator only has t o decide on a limited number of

automatically generated, possible solutions and not overlook all of these manually. This is
obviously a faster and safer method than performing normal manual planning.
Stack of hierarchic charts
The system allows for the hierarchy of decisions in a resource allocation planning process

t o be set up and executed locally under supervision of the administrator by facilitating the
setting up of rules in individual charts or cross-chart related rules. By means of 3D metaheuristic, the system deductively examines whether it is possible t o locate legal
combinations of rules in preceding charts that provide a solution t o a conflict that turned
up in one of the subsequent sequence charts. I f such a legal combination is found, it is

possible t o solve the problem within the regulations set up for each chart without the need

for human overruling. Thereby, all considerations are properly attended t o at every critical
moment in the planning procedure. If no legal solutions t o a conflict can be found, each
illegal solution may be presented t o the administrator who has t o overrule the system

manually, e . g . by selecting the least unfavourable solution based on an immediate
judgment.
By setting up rules in charts in a stack of charts that are interdependent in a hierarchic

sequence, these rules may represent a third dimension in a resource planning chart. Please
see figure 3 for a graphic display of this. The more fundamental a rule is, the higher its

position or ranking in the hierarchy. Please note that in the figure this means that the most
fundamental rules are placed in the basis chart. The system may preferably deduct
changes t o the rules of a preceding chart (higher ranking chart in the hierarchy) that are

illegal, but at the same time these changes provide a solution t o one or more
problems/conflicts in a lower-ranking chart in the planning procedure.
This/these solut ιon(s) is/are presented t o the administrator so that he/she can set up rules
in a rules chart corresponding t o an isolated (locally defined) hierarchy. This rules chart

may then be stored in the system for a longer or a shorter period of time and in this way
be used for automatic conflict resolution in future planning procedures. Rules set up by the

administrator are positioned in the hierarchy in such a way that they are executed in
sequence according t o their rank in the hierarchy. However, still at the same time it is
possible t o identify the reason for a conflict and solve this by human overruling and

consequently set the rules for the subsequent planning.
I n figure 3 it is shown how a fundamental rule (highest ranking in the hierarchy)
positioned in the basis chart provides basis for other decisions all the way through the

chart hierarchy. It is therefore essential that every rule can be identified in a subsequent
sequence situation if conflicts arise in a lower ranking chart

With reference to figure 2 it is shown that the system comprises a basis chart and a

number of sub-charts, each chart comprising defined rules that set out the possible
allocations in the next sub-chart of the sequence. I n the unrolling sequence the system
"adds" each new (next) sub-chart when all the rules of the previous chart in the sequence
have been laid down If the system cannot find any legal solution to an allocation in a

specific field of the sub-chart, it can, as described above, identify the rule of the previous
(or any of the previous) sub-chart(s) that constitutes the root of the conflict.
If the system is then able (and/or authorized) t o perform a change to a rule in the
previous chart that yields a legal solution to the conflict in question, then this change is
automatically carried out by the system. However, if the system cannot (and/or is not
authorized to) perform such a change, the system instead presents the possible solutions
to the administrator who then arranges an isolated hierarchy for the rules in question. The
applied rules hierarchy will then automatically be used by the system in future planning
procedures, possibly only for a limited time. Below, the charts in the sequence are
described in more detail
Basis chart

I n the basis chart rules comprising information about basic mandatory requirements (e. g .
specific resources) are set up. It also comprises information on the legal criteria that must
be fulfilled before the system can/must/may allocate a resource to a specific field.

Furthermore, it may preferably also comprise other relevant information such as relevant
legislation and/or collective agreements. The system may also collect information about
competences and availability of employees and/or information regarding collective
agreements made for the different occupational groups in the system from e . g . an
organization-specific database and use it as relevant criteria for setting up rules. For each
new planning procedure the rules in the basis chart are set up and maintained manually by

the administrator.
Primary chart
The primary chart is set up based on the basis chart as it is the next sub-chart in the

planning sequence The primary chart comprises information in the form of a number of
known system regulations and priorities that are t o be acknowledged in the planning
procedure. These may be periodic atypical changes in the organization, definition of
holidays, changes owing to vacation periods and other adaptations of functions regarding
temporal parameters. The primary chart may preferably be planned with the aid of e g . a
calendar module and pre-defined holiday schedules.

Rules chart

The next sub-chart in the sequence is the rules chart in which the possible set up of rules
is based on the primary chart. I n each actual planning procedure there will be a number of

compulsory rules that varies from planning period to planning period. Compulsory rules are
indicative of necessary activities such as introduction runs, rosters, project days
throughout the organization, lasting changes in the organization or of the resources,
courses etc. Rules that can be foreseen to conflict later in the planning sequence are

arranged hierarchically so as t o avoid human overruling later in the procedure.
One example of a conflict situation in the rules chart could be that a specific employee is

allocated to an external course but also t o a day shift the same day. To solve this, a rule
can be manually defined which determines that for the specific employee allocation to a

course always has a higher priority than allocation to the day shift. The rules chart is set
up by already defined rules together with algorithms for rules of varying character and/or

progress e . g . an introduction run. Conflicts in the chart are solved automatically, either
empirically or logically. The rules chart is optimized by means of constraints and metaheu πstics as previously described.

Preference chart
The next sub-chart in the sequence is the preference chart which comprises preferences

(wishes) from the employees. These may be a request/wish for one or more days off
during the next planning period for the employee. It may also be a request/wish to fill in a
specific function on a specific working day or a request/wish t o be allocated together with
other specific employees if possible. Other requests and preferences are possible as well.
The preference chart is set up in a manner similar t o that of the rules chart.

Adaptation chart
The final chart in the part of the sequence administered by one or more administrators is

the adaptation chart which considers the "softer" criteria of a planning procedure. Such
criteria may be the rational gathering/accumulation

of certain succeeding functions for the

same resource/person, a rational collection of days off, consideration for colleagues
regarding e . g . off time in connection with weekends or holidays and/or uniform
distribution of functions, working days and shifts. The rules in the adaptation chart are set
up by means of matching statistics concerning each resource in each cell/field of the chart

followed by means of simple two-dimensional heuristic such as with the aid of algorithms,
and finally by means of three-dimensional meta-heu πstic whereby the system looks for

previously carried out allocations that can be changed in order to achieve a more optimal
planning. The adaptation chart is the chart that is released t o the employees (users) as the
resource allocation plan via a network.

Optimized resource chart
When the adaptation chart is released t o the users, it is possible for each user to input

changes to the planning by giving input to the system by means of a graphic user interface

(GUI) accessible via a network, e . g . the Internet. The changes are registered by the
system, and by running the optimization procedure the system produces the optimized
resource chart. This may preferably be done each time a change has been entered or at a

predetermined time interval or at any time upon the request of an administrator
To run the optimization procedure the system may preferably utilize different strategies for
solving conflicts depending on the character of the changes t o the adaptation chart. I n
order to solve a specific conflict, the system may search the identifiable rules of any
previous sub-chart, thereby automatically retrieving the optimal (new) solution based on
all the rules and/or criteria already being part of the planning of each individual allocation

cell/field. However, if the conflict cannot be automatically solved by the system, the
system may preferably examine higher-ranking rules in the hierarchy, i.e. go further back
in the chart sequence.

Based on this the system can retrieve possible solutions requiring change of e. g .

allocations in the basis chart. If the system is not authorized t o perform the necessary
change on its own, the possible solutions are presented by the system t o an administrator

who then decides what t o do, e . g . by setting up a new rules hierarchy or changing an
existing rules hierarchy. The administrator may of course also manually decide on
individual conflicts not applicable t o be set up in a rules hierarchy.
The Statistical Module
The statistical module collects and stores updated registrations of every single allocation
and changes down t o an individual resource level. These registrations are used for defining

"hard" as well as "soft" ranks in the hierarchy for future allocations and conflicts.
One example of "soft" ranking could be: two employees candidate for a specific allocation.

Both have an interest in the allocation, but from two different perspectives. One has an

educational benefit, the other has a beneficial reduction in work load. By performing a
comparison of the historical, statistical registrations stored in the statistical module for
both types of ranks as well as of a total fairness rank (value of the fairness parameter),
including all performed dynamic, historical changes, for both employees, the system
determines which one of the employees to allocate. I n connection with future changes t o
the resource plan, the system then acknowledges which of the employees was allocated.
An example of "hard" ranking: two employees are candidates for working a night shift.

Both have made a request for a day off on that day. From the data stored in the statistical

module it is established that a relatively minor number of night shifts is registered for one
of the employees, while the other is registered for a relatively large number of night shifts.

The system then allocates the night shift t o the former of the two, as the system is set up

t o optimize on fairness. As a result of this allocation, the administrator is presented with a
"non-obliged-request"

prompt, whereby the automatic allocation may be changed by illegal

human overruling e . g . by exchanging the allocation t o the latter employee anyway.
The planning "motor"
The planning motor is used for all of the functionalities of the method according t o the

invention. This means both for the automatic generation of a resource chart, for the
automatic optimization procedure (run) of the chart and for the manual part of the
planning procedure. I n the following, a number of terms used for describing the method
and system according t o the invention are defined.

Columns
I n connection with the planning procedure a column dictates an allocation that must/may
be performed by one specific resource. A column defines which competencies must be

present with the person (specific resource) that is t o be allocated t o the task and the type
of watch, the working hours, the time of day, the basis time and the salary codes t o be
used. I t also defines in which of the rows (see below) of the column the allocation is

needed. A column may be optional. I f so, the system will try t o allocate resources t o the

column during the automatic planning procedure if it is possible.

Rows
A row represents one day in the planning chart. For planning purposes, each activity can
only be placed on one day but may of course stretch over a duration of 24 hours. The
starting day dictates the placing of an allocation. The rows stretch from the starting point
t o the finish point of the planning period.
Cells

At the "intersection point" between a column and a row a cell is generated. Each cell that
comprises an activity must be matched with precisely one allocation unit (one person
covering one allocation). Each allocation unit inherits its definition from the column
definition, but this may be overruled with a local content (local, human overruling).
Automatic and manual resource chart generation
The automatic resource chart generation is not able t o break any defined rules that are

approved by the administrator. Furthermore, the automatic resource chart generation is
not able t o perform allocations that conflict with the collective agreement for the specific
employee. I n connection with the manual scheduling and/or the optimization procedure, all
decisions can be made by the administrator.

Rules
Each allocation unit is tied t o a set of rules. The rules may be:

•

Resource-bound, or

•

Competence-bound

A resource-bound rule may for example describe a list of named employees, one of which
must be allocated t o the task. The list may be prioritized or non-p π o π tized. A competencebound rule may e . g . describe a list of one or more competences that must be allocated t o
a task. Also this list may be prioritized or non-prioritized

The list can be combined with

one or more competences that may not be found with the employee that is allocated t o the

task. The two types of rules may be combined in one allocation unit.
Preferences/wishes
Each resource can put forward a set of generic or specific wishes. Generic wishes will apply

t o one or more rules that influences on more than one allocation unit. Specific wishes
apply t o precisely one allocation unit. Wishes can be either "additive" or "rejective". An
example of an "additive" wish is: " I would like t o work morning shifts" whereas a
"rejective" wish could be: " I do not want t o work Fridays". Every wish (generic or specific)
can be promoted t o a rule by the administrator.

System preferences
System preferences are used by the administrator as a tool t o arrange introduction runs as
well as tutorial passes of new employees and can be defined as a set of specific wishes for
one specific resource.
Collective agreement
The collective agreement is a set of rules that describes the demands for working time,
resting time, efficiency, types of tasks/shifts etc. Each individual resource is allocated t o
one single collective agreement. The collective agreement comprises a set of variables and
a number of specific functions. The following applies t o a collective agreement (as defined
in the method):

•

Each body of the collective agreement matches precisely one resource

•

Each collective agreement may be instantiated with variables from the collective

agreement, variables from a local agreement and variables from a specific resource
•

The collective agreement recognises every f ιlled- ιn watch for each specific resource

•

The collective agreement can compute efficiency and basis time based on knowledge of
current allocations

•

The collective agreement determines whether a specific watch/task starting from the
current allocations can be filled in

•

The collective agreement indicates the fairness of an actual allocation for a specific

resource in relationship t o historical bookings of the resource and the collective

agreement
•

The collective agreement indicates holiday and weekend fairness in relationship to the

collective agreement.
Heuristics
There is always an intention behind any allocation in a complete resource planning
schedule. The decision strategy for each allocation is highly variable and depends on other

allocations and earlier decisions. A single allocation can be more or less appropriate (legal)
based on previously decided parameters and there are basically three system strategies for

making a single heuristic allocation:
1 . Steepest climb, in which the most legal allocation is the only legal allocation.

2 . First fit, in which the first found legal allocation is implemented.

3 . Hill climbing, in which an allocation must be neutral with respect to other possible

allocations t o be accepted.
One problem when using one of these strategies in all cells of a chart is that the

composition of all the single decisions does not necessarily yield the most optimal schedule
in total.

Meta-heunstics
To optimize the total sum of decisions, meta-heu π stics are used in each chart. Two
possible meta-heu π stics may be applied depending on the chart and the problem:
1 . Search for "taboos", in which predefined illegal decisions block an allocation in a single

cell even though the taboo is defined in a distant cell or chart.
2 . "simulated annealing", in which several single solutions (even illegal) in each cell is

accepted ab initio, owing t o a high degree of freedom. Resources are allocated to all
cells. As each step in the process continuously lower the degree of freedom, only a few

possible solutions in each cell fit the resulting optimal chart. Some cells may comprise

illegal solutions but the process still generates the most optimal chart possible.
Even with the use of meta-heu π stics, it still remains problematic that a complete,

optimized resource chart may comprise thousands of single cells, thus rendering a single
logic used for complete scheduling with an astronomical number of variants as the result,

which for practical purpose is inaccurate with respect to all the earlier mentioned possible
ways of making decisions regarding one single cell.
The method and system according to the invention comprises several layered charts each

comprising one or more different rules of allocation and each chart being subject of
different configurations dependent on human control or rulings thereby limiting the
number of meta-heu π stic solutions and the need for adapting appropriate logics t o each

allocation, which makes it possible t o identify the reason for each allocation in later
changes of the complete and optimized chart
Each chart is comprised of single allocations in each cell having a value of algorithmic

legality and meta-heu π stic legality with respect t o allocations in other cells in earlier charts
and other cells in the actual chart. The interrelationship

between allocations in individual

charts is described by rules in each cell affecting the other cells, by a value in each cell and
by chart hierarchy A set of rules by which the system defines one or more
critical/mandatory

cell allocations as the roots of a later conflict is set up. As a

consequence, the system distinguishes between legal and illegal substitutions of
allocations that can solve later conflicts.
Actual process of the automatic planning procedure
Below is presented the central algorithm for generating an optimized resource chart with

the method according t o the invention incorporating the use of meta-heu π stics as
previously described. The algorithm is t o be construed as a general outline for the method
which means that it is representative for all three "steps" of the chart generation
procedure as earlier described.
For each kind of collective agreement (representing different staffing groups) the algorithm

may be altered t o reflect specific aspects of the different agreements.
For all of the activities/tasks

identified in the initial task list the following iteration is run:

Set SelectedResource t o empty
Set BackupResource t o empty
Load possible resources (in compliance with the collective agreement)

I F Possibleresources > 0 THEN
Iterate for each individual resource
If SelectedResource is empty, set t o current resource
OR:

f l = WιshFa ιrness(PresentResourceCurrent),
f 2 = W ιshFa ιrness(SelectedResource)
I F f l < f 2 and f2 > 10 or fl=0

and f2=0 THEN

I f FairnessIndicatorParameterfSelectedResource)
Fa ιmessInd ιcator(PresentResource)

THEN

SelectedResource = PresentResource
OR

BackupResource = PresentResource
OR THEN

I F GrantedW ιshes(SelectedResource) <
GrantedW ιshes(PresentResource) THEN

>

SelectedResource = PresentResource
OR I F PossibleResources for the task > 0 THEN

SelectedResource = PossibleResourcesfO]
I F SelectedResource I S NOT EMPTY and BackupResource I S NOT EMPTY THEN
I F IsWishCSelectedResource) AND IsW ιsh( BackupResource) THEN
SelectedResource = BackupResource
I F SelectedResource I S NOT EMPTY THEN
Book(SelectedResource)
Examples of solving conflicts
A problem faced in any scheduling process is a conflict between two apparently mandatory
rules. This could be a usual specific allocation t o a specific cell that is met by a rare but
important allocation such as a highly specialized function that has t o take place a certain
weekday confronted with a rare important personal demand in another cell. I n this
situation the system asks the administrator t o set up an isolated hierarchy for future
planning procedures or alternatively t o set up this conflict t o be presented t o the
administrator every time this conflict appears in the future.
I n other situations a personal wish of freedom conflicts with a roster allocation in the
scheduling process. I n this case the system searches for alternative heuristic or metaheu π stic solutions in the roster allocation in the basis chart that makes the freedom wish

possible. Depending on the type of freedom wish, it is possible t o define how radically the
system searches for alternative solutions in previous charts. One example could be: a
senior consultant wishing freedom t o travel owing t o a job-related conference which results
in a more radical search for solutions than if the same consultant wanted freedom t o go

shopping. I f none of the mentioned wishes are met automatically by the system, they will
be presented t o the administrator who sets up an isolated hierarchy for future (even

possibly illegal t o the system) solutions in those two situations, thus dynamically defining a
criterion of illegality that is converted into a future legality.
Another problem often faced by organizations is shortage of personnel owing t o sudden
illness. I n most cases this requires only a change in employee allocation for the current
day. The possible solutions t o the change are subjected t o further limitation by means of a
filter indicative of the present date thereby limiting the number of possible solutions and
altering the definitions of legal allocations by selecting an appropriate logic t o this specific
problem.
Yet another example is shortage of qualified personnel owing t o a change of one of the
duties of the initial task list. A possible solution t o this is t o define different meta-heuristic
legal solutions depending on time (is the change taking place the present day, near future
or distant future) and (possibly by human overruling) one or more (possibly time limited)

rules for securing an optimization result locally that ensures maintenance of a specific daily

routine, e . g . a hospital round, while still only performing a reallocation of resources on the
current day.
Yet another example is shortage of personnel owing t o a sudden increase in workload. This
situation may be caused by an unforeseen number of employees falling ill, if new duties
are allocated to the department or if no possible substitutions are present, e . g . if an

employee allocated to a night shift falls ill. This requires summoning of extra resources
that must fulfil the right qualifications and not have duties on the days adjoining the night
shift that are inconsistent with working those hours. Also a historical account of similar
events is taken into consideration, e . g . so that no one is summoned five times in a row.

CLAIMS

1

A computer- implemented method for dynamic resource allocation based on

providing groups of information to a computer system (20; 30), comprising:
a . setting up a basis chart (200;

300; 500; 600) comprising a group of information

about mandatory criteria by manual input of data,
b. creating a sub-chart (201;

301; 501; 601) by adding a group of information about

additional criteria t o the basis chart (200; 300; 500; 600);
c . repeating step b for all groups of additional information until an optimized resource

allocation chart (205; 305) is generated, and
wherein the information in a previously set up chart (200; 300; 500; 600) constitutes
one or more rules that determine possible allocations in a subsequent sub-chart (205;

305).
2.

The method according t o claim 1, wherein said rules are set up in a hierarchy.

3.

The method according to claim 2, wherein said hierarchy rules are local and/or

global rules.
The method according t o any preceding claim, wherein said optimized resource

4.

chart is generated using heuristics.
5.

The method according to claim 4, wherein said heuristics are meta-heu π stics.

6.

The method according t o claim 5, wherein said meta-heu π stics are three-

dimensional meta-heu π stics.
The method according to any preceding claim, wherein the information in the basis

7.

chart (200; 300; 500; 600) is put in manually and/or by transferral of data from a
storage medium.
The method according t o any preceding claim, wherein the information in a sub-

8.

chart (205; 305) is put in by transferral of data from a storage medium.
A computer program stored on a computer-readable medium and arranged t o carry

9.

out the method according to any preceding claim.
10.

A computer system (20; 30) for dynamic generation of an optimized resource

allocation chart (205; 305), comprising:
a . information comprised in a basis chart (200;

300; 500; 600), said basis chart

comprising a group of information about mandatory criteria by manual input of data;
b. information comprised in a sub-chart (201;

301; 501; 601), said sub-chart (201;

301; 501; 601) being intended for adding a group of information about additional
criteria t o the basis chart (200, 300; 500; 600); and

information of an optimized resource allocation, said information being obtained for all
groups of additional information by repeatedly generating sub-charts (202, 203, 204,
205; 302, 303, 304, 305; 501, 502, 503; 601, 602, 603) intended for adding a group
of information about additional criteria t o the basis chart (200; 300; 500; 600), and
wherein information in a previously set up chart is constituted by one or more rules that
determine possible allocations in a subsequent sub-chart.
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